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Sci-Fi Minis?

Posted by Thor - 2004/04/12 10:30
_____________________________________

I would love to see some DF sci-fi minis. I know that Star Wars is cuming out with a line. But I need
minis like the old Traveler sets.
Adventurers w/shot guns, guys in vacc suits, scientists, genaric worker robots, starport workers, etc etc.
I think the star wars line will be expensive and of marginal value to our gaming group (How many Luke
w/L-sabre can I use?). :rolleyes:
A line of sci-fi vehicles would be sweet. air-rafts, grav-tanks etc.
I would pay Buku-Bucks for painted, ready to use stuff like this.
============================================================================

Sci-Fi Minis?

Posted by Guest - 2004/04/12 10:41
_____________________________________

Damn Skippy... Although I Hate to Think of what the Price might be on Vehicles, (Or the Weight? Maybe
they could be Hollow?). I Too would Love to See Some Generic Sci-Fi Figs pre-painted to DF
Standards... Mechanics, Bartenders, Shop Keepers, Preachers/ Clergy, Constabulary, Peasants,(and
maybe some Cyborg and Robot Versions of these as well), all the Specialized Stuff that Will Never Be
Available from GW or Lucas...
============================================================================

Sci-Fi Minis?

Posted by Thor - 2004/04/12 12:07
_____________________________________

AAAA-min Brother !!!!
Remember the old Traveler sets???
Tech guy with data pad.......
Nobel guy with cape and rod......
Vacc suit guy with pistol......
We have these sets and they are most useful. (Used every game!)
I would love to see a Stormtrooper with his helmit off smoking a Cig. with a cup of coffee. Chances: 0%
:(
============================================================================
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Sci-Fi Minis?

Posted by admin - 2004/04/13 07:14
_____________________________________

With the Star Wars mini game coming out in September, it is hard to compete in this market. We shall
see.
============================================================================

Sci-Fi Minis?

Posted by Thor - 2004/04/13 09:32
_____________________________________

Ok, How about a set of creatures that could have duel roles in a fantasy or sci-fi game?
1) Large angry worm thing
2) Giant insect creature
3) Furry beast w/horns
4) Slime creature
Stuff like this is very genaric and would be useful to lottsa groups.
You do need to at least make a Dwarf............ :lol:
============================================================================

Re:Sci-Fi Minis?

Posted by Sapnu - 2011/08/30 02:11
_____________________________________

............
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============================================================================

Re:Sci-Fi Minis?

Posted by jls304 - 2011/08/30 09:14
_____________________________________

I use AT-43 minis for anything sci-fi. You can buy some singles from miniature
market. Looks like this post was dug up from beyond the grave.
============================================================================

Re:Sci-Fi Minis?

Posted by HeroQuestFrance - 2011/08/30 13:29
_____________________________________

I use doom's minis. (boardgame 2005) & some zombies + modern civilians.
Got some metal box, medical bay & accessories from other companies.
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